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Background 
The North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) is requesting that all NERC members renew 
their NERC member registration pursuant to their Bylaws by July 1, 2011.  SPP is eligible to renew its 
registration in one of 2 sectors (the ISO/RTO sector or the Regional Entity Sector).  Based upon SPC 
direction in November 2006, SPP is currently registered in the Regional Entity (RE) sector.  
 
Analysis 
Membership in NERC provides eligibility for selection as a sector representative on the NERC Member 
Representatives Committee. The MRC elects the Corporation’s independent trustees, votes on 
amendments to the bylaws, and provides advice and recommendations to the board with respect to the 
development of annual budgets, business plans and funding mechanisms, and other matters pertinent to 
the reliable operation of the North American bulk power system and operations of the Corporation.  
 
As a FERC-approved Regional Transmission Organization (RTO) and a Regional Entity as defined in 
NERC’s Bylaws, Article I, Section 1, SPP is eligible to renew its membership in two sectors:  

• Sector 10, Independent system operator/regional transmission organization; and, 
• Sector 11. Regional entity. 

 
Though eligible to renew its membership in two sectors, SPP may only renew in one sector.  NERC 
considers a corporation and its affiliates as a single member.  A member is permitted to change its sector 
representation at any time. 
 
The MRC consists of two representatives from each sector except the government representative sector 
and the regional entity sector (Sector 11).  With respect to Sector 11, representation consists of two 
voting representatives, with the remaining members of that sector being non-voting members of the 
Member Representatives Committee.  By agreement amongst the Regional Entities, voting 
representatives in the RE sector rotate annually.  SPP is currently one of the two voting members in the 
RE sector until the end of this year (2011).  Likewise, the ISO/RTO sector has mutually agreed to rotate 
voting representation annually.   
 
In making its decision to initially join the Regional Entity sector in December 2006, staff noted that it was 
divided in its support to join the RE sector.  At that time the organizational structure permitted SPP to 



 

harmonize the positions of the functionally separate portions of the organization (the RE and the RTO).  
Finally, it was noted that at renewal time, consideration to joining the ISO/RTO sector would be re-
evaluated. 

Subsequently, FERC’s audit findings necessitated a greater functional separation and circumstances in 
the evolution of NERC as the Electric Reliability Organization have caused a renewed strategic initiative 
on reliability excellence focused on improving the reliability standards for the benefit of SPP’s members 
and registered entities.  Since the formation of the ERO in 2006, the establishment of the SPP RE in 2007 
and final approval of the Regional Delegation Agreements by FERC in 2008, SPP’s members and 
registered entities have grown increasingly concerned about NERC’s and FERC’s primary focus on 
enforcement and minimal attention to rewriting the standards to add clarity and remove ambiguity.  The 
members and registered entities have repeatedly expressed a desire for strong leadership and advocacy 
for their concerns in the NERC arena. To accommodate some of these concerns SPP has made internal 
organizational changes solely with the intent to support members and registered entities in compliance 
and reliability matters.  These members and registered entities are now asking for the RTO to represent 
them in the NERC arena.  

Accordingly, Staff supports renewing SPP’s membership in NERC.  Staff also recommends that following 
the completion of the SPP RE’s voting term at the end of 2011, that SPP change its sector representation 
to the ISO/RTO sector.  This recommendation is not intended to change any of the SPP RE Trustee 
responsibilities to appoint representatives to the NERC standing committees.   Nor will this 
recommendation impair the SPP RE’s working relationship with NERC as that is guided by a regional 
delegation agreement approved by FERC.   

Recommendation 
The Strategic Planning Committee recommends the following for SPP to renew its membership at NERC: 

1. That SPP should renew its membership in NERC;  
2. That SPP select Sector 11, Regional Entity; 
3. That SPP change its sector representation to Sector 10, ISO/RTO, following the completion of 

the SPP RE voting term at the end of 2011; and,  
4. That Staff complete the online application form consistent with this direction before the July 1st, 

2011 deadline. 
 

Approved: Strategic Planning Committee June13, 2011 

  

 

Action Requested: Confirm SPC recommendation and authorization to Staff to take appropriate 
actions consistent with the recommendation. 

 


